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1. INTRODUCTION 
A chance-constrained programming problem is one of the important and 
interesting problems in the field of probabilistic programming [3-6, 9, 10, 
et al.]. A chance constrained programming problem to be discussed here is a 
problem of the following type: 
Maximize 
subject to 
Prob{G,(g,l(~l , xJ,-., g,daN , x,v)) < 01 3 am (m = l,..., M) (1) 
and 
X?ZE& (n = l,..., N), 
where x, (n = l,..., N) is a &-vector, a, (n = I,..., N) is an independent 
I,-dimensional random vector with the distribution function &, , the objective 
function F and the constraint function G, (m = I,..., 1M) are real valued 
functions on RN, the real valued functions fn (n = l,..., N) and g,, 
(m = l,..., M, n = l,..., N) are defined on X, (C Rk-) and X, x Rln, 
respectively, and ol, (m. = l,..., M) is a given positive probability. Throughout 
this paper, this problem is called the main problem. In the case that for 
N-dimensional vectors c, x, N-dimensional random vectors a, (m = l,..., M) 
and random variables 6, (m = l,..., M), F = c * x and G, = a, * x - b, 
(m = I,..., M), some solutions are available [3, 9, 10, et al.]. In case of the 
problem with the nonlinear objective function and the nonlinear constraint 
functions, however, little is known about the method of dealing with this 
problem. 
Dynamic programming, as is well known, can solve various types of 
optimization problems [I, 2, et al.], but no attempts appear to solve chance- 
constrained programming problems by using dynamic programming, except 
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[5] which proposes a quite different approach to ours. In previous papers 
[7, 81, we have discussed dynamic programming approaches to nonlinear 
programming problems and proposed sufficient conditions for such problems 
to be composed. The purpose of this paper is to find a sufficient condition 
for the main problem to be decomposed into tractable subproblems which are 
the optimization problems of one variable x, , and to be solved approximately 
by dynamic programming. 
In the following, to simplify the notations, the symbols a, denote both 
random variables and &dimensional vectors. This will cause no confusion. 
We assume that all integrals which appear in this paper are well defined. We 
also assume that every maximization problem max(* 1 .> is finitely attained 
unless its feasible region is empty. In the latter case we define max{. 1 .B} = 
- 03 conventionally. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND ASJMPTIONS 
Let us assume that the objective function F and the constraint functions 
G, (m = l,..., M) are strongly decomposable [7] with real valued separating 
functions h, (n = l,..., N) and h,, (m = l,..., AL!, n = I,..., N), respectively, 
which are defined on R2, that is, there exist real valued functions 
F, (n = I,..., N) and G,,,n (m = l,..., ik2, n = I,..., N) which are defined 
on R* such that 
Fn(fi(xJ,..., f&n)) = h,(Fn-dfi(x&, fn-~(xn-J>,f&n)> 
FN(fi(xl),...,f~(x~)) =W1(4~..vf~(4 
and for m = l,..., 1M, 
Gn&&~ 9 XI)) = kr&n&~ 3 XI)), 
G,(gm,(a, 7 xdv-, &r&n 9 4) 
= hdGmn-~(gm~(~~ 7 x4,. a. >gmn-hz-~~ xn-I>>, gm&n 3 4) 
(n = 2,..., N), 
Gm(gm~(~~ , XIL gm,(u, 3 xd = Gn(g,&, f xds--,gn&, 7 +I)- (2) 
Moreover, for m = I,..., M and n = 2 ,..., N, the separating functions 
h,(Fn-l , .A) and hmn(%,-l y gmn) are monotone; that is, they are nondecreas- 
ing functions with respect to each argument. Here, nth stage chance-constrained 
programming problem is defined as follows : 
For n = l,..., N, maximize 
F,(fi(xl),...,fn(~n)> 
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subject to 
Prob{Gm,(g,l(~l , xl),..., gmn(an , x,)1 d 4d > amn (m = l,..., M) 
and 
XkE&c (k = l,..., n), 
where t?,, are real numbers and OL,, are probabilities. This problem is 
abbreviated to the following: 
PnP?a > 4 = maxP’nU&4,...~ f&d I PrM%,&,,& p x&, gmn(an , xd 
G em,) 2 a,,,,, (m = l,..., M) and xk E X, (K = I,..., n)}, 
where 0% = (or, ,..., e,,) and 01~ = (Al,, ,..., OL~,J. In particular for M-dimen- 
sional null vectors 0 and 01 = (q ,..., O(M), the main problem (1) is given by 
p‘do, 4. 
For m = l,..., M and n = I,..., N, the sets V&x1 ,..., x, , e,,), S&e,, , 
a,,) and S,(&, , a,) are defined: 
vmn(xl , . . . , X, , em,) = ((al , . . . , 4; Gmnkml(~l , xl), . . . , gmnh , ~4) G k,h 
(3) 
s,,,(fL, , a,,) = {(x1 ,..., 4; ProWG&,&~ 7 xlL gmn(an , xd d em,? 
and 3 CL~,, and xk E X, (k = l,..., n)} (4) 
s,(e, ,d =uxl ,..., x,); PrWL(g,l(~l~ xlLgmn(~, y x,X &da allZn 
(m = l,..., M)andxkEXk(k = l,...,n)} 
= jil smn(emn 7h,) 
Therefore, for 11 = l,..., N, 
eden ,4 = m4~nM4,. . .dd4) I (3 ,... ,xn) E w4 y 41 
= max(k(F,-l , A) I (xl ,..., xn) E ue, ,s)). 
(5) 
For m = l,..., M and n = 2 ,..., N, by (2) and the monotonicity of the separat- 
ing functions h,, of G, , it is verified that 
vmnhl , . . . , X, ,e,,) 
= el ,..,4;h,m(G - g )<e > rnA 19 mn \ mn 
= s”,Er!&3m,) {(u1’em*’ 
4; Grin-&m&l 3 4,. - - > gmn-&n-l, ~1)) 
< em,-, and g,,& ,x,J < LJ 
= u 
&7v@,“(~m”) 
~h+d~~ ,..., xnel , k-d x v,,(~, , ~,,a (6) 
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where 
and for fixed 6,,, and S,, E III~~(B,~,), B,,n--l can be determined as 
4nn-1 = SUPKWL-1 I hm$cnnn-1 7 %wL) G 4rL?J, 
where the supremum is assumed to be finite. Note that em+1 depends upon 
e,,,,, and S,, . From (3), (4), and (6), it follows that for n = 2,..., IV and 
m = I,..., M, &,(~m, , G,) is represented in terms of the distribution 
functions &(a,) as 
x d~$~(aJ -.* &,(a,) > altln and xk E XI, (k = l,..., n) . 
Let us define for m = l,..., M and n = 2 ,..., N, 
we,) = mgl ~mn(~,,n)7 
(9) 
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andx,EX,(k = l,...,n) , 
1 (14) 
804 ,4 = 
and 
(15) 
In (9) and (lo), the suprema are assumed to be finite. Furthermore, define for 
m = l,..., M and n = l,..., iV, 
s,,@,, , Bmn) = h; ProWg,&, , x,) G LJ t Bmn and x, E -Cl 
I I 1 
(17) 
= x,; dA,(a,) 3 Pm,, and x, E X, , 
%nnbz~~mn) 
and 
(18) 
WL=l 
3. MAIN THEOREM 
The following theorem gives a sufficient condition for the main problem 
to be decomposed into subproblems and to be solved approximately by 
dynamic programming. 
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THEOREM. Assume that the objective function F and the constraint functions 
G, (m = I,..., M) in (1) are strongly decomposable with separating functions 
h, (n = l,..., N) and h,, (m = l,..., M, n = I ,..., N), respectively. Then the 
following relations hold for n = 2,..., N: 
P,& , 4 = mW,(Pn-l(Ll , SA ~~6% , IL)) I 6, E WL), 01, G t% G 11 
(20) 
and 
where 
anda,</&< means 
%n G Pm < 1 (m = l,..., M). 
Moreover for n = 2,..., N, 
me, ,4 G aen ,a,) G aen ,4. 
Proof. From (ll), (12), (17), and (18), for 12 =2 ,..., N, 
(23) 
x d$,(a,) ..a d$,,&,-,) 2 o~~,J&~ and xk E Xk (k = L..., n - 1) 
I 
and 
= u u [s,-,(en-, hl) x sn(h y h)i, 
S"dJ"k3") a,SB,S1 
(24) 
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where u,+., is given by (22). Hence, by (5), (13), (19), (24) and the mono- 
tonicity of the separating functions h, (n = 2 ,..., N) of F, for n = 2 ,..., N, 
From (14), for n = 2 ,..., N, 
&se,, , (11,~) 
It is clear by the definition of Vmn-l that Ornnel 3 B&+.1 implies 
v,,+, ,..., x,-~ , emn-l) 3 h+l(~l ,. . ., X,-~ ,egd (25) 
Therefore 
u bx,W,dm,) Vmn-1(x1 ,***9 xn-l , em,-,) = v,,-,(x1 ,... , .h , kn-l), 
where 8,,-1 is defined by (9). Similarly, since by (7), a,, > Sk,, implies 
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where 8,, is defined by (10). Note that dTnn-t and 8,, are dependent on 
8 nln . Hence, from (14), (15) (17) and (18) it follows that for n = 2,..., h’, 
sl,n(e??ln > %n) 
and 
Consequently, by (16) and (19), and the monotonicity of the separating func- 
tions h, (n = 2,..., N) of F, for n = 2 ,..., IV, 
fj&L 9 4 
To prove (23), from (5), (13), and (16), it suffices to show that, for n = 2,..., N, 
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To begin with, since for m = l,..., M and n = 2 ,..., N, 
This implies that 
X 
s “mn(@n&n) 
&(%) > %R andxkfXk(k= l,...,n) I 
c (Xl )...) x,); 
i s I 
..* U 
%n,~Dm,(~m,) 
tv,,-,(z, I..., 2,~1,e,,_1)xv,,(z,.6,,)1 
x ~@~(a~) .**d~$,Ju,) >, amn and xk E X, (K = l,..., n) 
I 
. 
Therefore, from (8) and (II), 
and hence 
Similarly, from (9), (lo), (23, and (26) it follows that for m = l,..., M and 
n = 2,..., N, 
c ~mn-1(X1 ,*-., xn-1 9 km-d x %&, A,) 
and 
c (x1 )..., xn); *** 1 J s v,,-,(z, *.... 2 - B _ ) &&l) . . . &i%-1) n1, mn 1
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Therefore, by (8) and (14), 
&m(4n, > %n,) c &lw#LL , %m) 
and hence 
&(42 , %) c %#4L 9 %A 
The proof is concluded. 
According to this theorem, a lower bound of the maximum is given by the 
following procedure: 
Step 1. Solve for every 0, and 01 < /3, < 1, 
wl ,011) = ~(4 , 4 = m=K(*d I 3 E 44 941 
= fl(xl*(4 y 4). 
Then let n = 2 and go to Step 2. 
Step 2. Solve for all 6, and 01 < jn < 1, 
p,& , A) = maxU&,) I *?I E %(%a , Bn)) = f&n*& 3 AL))* 
Step 3. Calculate, for all en and ~1 < all < 1, J-‘,(r9, , LX,) by (20) where 
P,-l(t!?,-, , CL,...~) is used in place of P,-l(B,-l , o1,-J, which was already 
obtained as well as p,(S, , ,6,J. Then put &(e, , a,), a,*-i(e, , OI,J and 
&*(B,, , CX,), /3,*(0, , E,) which achieve the maximum in (20). 
Step 4. Set 71 = n + 1 and go to Step 5 if n > N; otherwise go to 
Step 2. 
Step 5. A lower bound of the maximal value of the main problem is 
given by _P,,,(O, a). 
Step 6. Put e;?i = e;JO, a), a;:i = c&(0, a), S$* = ?$.,*(O, a) 
,9:* = pN*(O, a) and calculate xN*(6y, fig*). Then let n = N - 1 and go 
to Step 7. 
Step 7. Put efTl = e,*_,(e;*, (yn**), ,Qf = &(e;*, a,**), S:* = 
s,*(e:*, a:* ), ,!3,** = fi,*(Q*, OI$*) and calculate x,*(S,**, /3f*). 
Step 8. Set n = n - 1 and go to Step 9 if n < 2; otherwise go to 
Step 7. 
Step 9. Calculate X1*(e;*, a:*) and determine the solution as 
x * = cxl*(e:*, g+*), x,*(s:*, p,**) ,..., +*(s;*, fi;*)). 
In a similar way to the above procedure, using (21) we can obtain an upper 
bound of the maximal value, say pN(O, OL , and the corresponding solution Z* of ) 
the main problem. It may be expected that, if the difference between_P,(O, CL) 
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and pN(O, a) is sufficiently small, _P,(O, a) and pN(O, a) can be regarded as the 
appropriate maximal values of the main problem. Moreover, in such cases, 
x* and X* are expected to be approximate optimal solutions of the main 
problem. 
4. EXAMPLE 
In this section, the following main problem is considered: 
where x, (n = I,..., N) are real numbers and a, (n = I,..., N) are random 
variables which are distributed uniformly in the interval [0, lo]. Assume that 
for x, > 0, fn(xn) (n = l,..., N) are nondecreasing functions. From (17), it 
follows that for 7t = l,..., N, 
where 0 < 6, < b and 01 < /& < 1. From the monotonicity of fJx,J, 
nth subproblems (n = l,..., N) can be solved as 
A@, , A) = mW&,) I 0 < x, G WlOAJ 
=fn(~n/lOPn>* 
(27) 
Consequently by (20) and (21), the following recursive relations yield the 
solution of the main problem P = P&, a): 
PlPl 9 4 = PlVl 7 4 = fl(4/104 
and for n = 2,..., N 
_pn(e, ,a,) = -4LUL - 6, , ~4%) + ~4% , Pm) I 0 d 8, G 0, 
and a, < 8, < 1>, 
(28) 
ae, ,=,) = m=4p,-,(~, , ~4%) + pn(en , fin) I an < rBn < 11, (29) 
where P, (n = 2,...,N) are approximated by _P, and rj;, , respectively. 
A numerical example is given in which N = 2, fr(zcr) = 5x, , f.(x.J = x2, 
b = 1 and (Y = 0.8. Then by (27), (28), and (29), 
_P =_pZ(l, 0.8) = max{5(1 - 6)/10(0.8//I) + (S/lO/I)z 1 0 < 6 < 1 
and0.8 \(/3 < I} 
= 0.625 (6 = 0, /3 = l), 
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p = PJI, 0.8) = max(5 x I/10(0.8//3) + (10/10/3)z / 0.8 < 13 :< Ij 
= 0.626 (P = 1). 
The solutions of _P and P are (z,*, x2*) = (0.125,O) and (%i*, $*) == 
(0.125,0.1), respectively. Consequently, the optimal value P of the main 
problem satisfies 0.625 < P < 0.626. 
5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a method to solve a chance-constrained programming pro- 
blem with nonlinear objective function and nonlinear constraint functions 
has been presented. It should be noted that this method does not require 
random variables to be specifically distributed, while most other methods 
are concerned in particular distributions, for example, the normal distribu- 
tion or the chi-square distribution [9]. Because of the inherent complexity, 
however, it is inevitable that this method provides only approximate solu- 
tions. Although whether this approximation is allowable or not depends upon 
the original problem, this method is expected to give rather good approxima- 
tion for some problems which have never been solved. 
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